
$2,750,000 - 11662 Big Canyon Lane, SCRIPPS RANCH
MLS® #230023804

$2,750,000
6 Bedroom, 6.00 Bathroom, 4,565 sqft
Residential on 0 Acres

Stonebridge Estates, SCRIPPS RANCH, CA

Step into the lap of unparalleled luxury in this
light, bright and gorgeous home in the
Stonebridge Estates community. Enter this
beautiful expansive property through its
arched two entry driveway and be greeted in a
grand foyer adorned with custom wrought iron
double staircase and a dining room featuring
20 foot ceilings.  Rounding out the main level
is a functional office or another guest room, a
powder room with exquisite custom tile, and an
all-inclusive suite which your guests may never
want to leave.   Ascend the enchanting
staircase to the second story where you will
find beautiful dark hardwood floors. An
essence of serenity takes a hold as you enter
the lavish master suite through double doors
boasting a relaxing retreat and a spa quality
bathroom with soaking tub and custom tile
work. The second story offers 3 more ample
sized guest bedrooms with their own private
bathrooms.    This 6 bedrooms, 5.5 bathrooms
home showcases a spacious kitchen with
ceiling height cabinets, a spa-inspired master
suite and dazzling chandeliers throughout. The
lush backyard features a sparkling pool with
water features, sunk-in fire pit large enough to
comfortably seat 15 plus of your closest
friends keeping all toasty on those chilly
nights, a detached cabana for relaxation and
second outdoor cabana specifically for the
dedicated outdoor kitchen,  a sports basketball
court, spacious grassy area, fruit trees and so
much more!  The home is equipped with a
solar.



Built in 2013

Additional Information

City SCRIPPS RANCH

County San Diego

Zip 92131

MLS® # 230023804

Bedrooms 6

Bathrooms 6

Square Ft 4,565

Lot Size 0.00

Neighborhood SCRIPPS MIRAMAR (92131)

Garages 4
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